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Students active
in SC elections

Clinical dean
elected 2010
AAP president

Gubenatorial race
sees influx of young,
interested supporters

MUSC official chosen
by pediatrics group
of 60,000 doctors

Jonathan Battaglia

MULTIMEDIA DIRECTOR

BLITZ

Sticking Together
South Carolina football
plalye rs are n’t let ting
critics get to them as the
team tries to knock off
Arkansas.

See page 1B

Boots
Fashion is rolling into
fall — and not just in our
wardrobes. Boots are hot
this season: Check out
what styles you need to
adorn your feet.

See page 5A

Sout h Ca rol i na’s
gubernatorial elections are
less than a year away, but do
students care?
“I haven’t heard anything,
like absolutely nothing,” said
Kristina Wilber, a first-year
business student. “I don’t really
care right now.”
But some do care — and
they’re taking matters into
their own hands.
Tesh Gandhi, a fourth-year
political science student, has
been i nter n i ng for Nik k i
H a l e y ’s c a m p a i g n s i n c e
Aug ust. G a ndh i said he’s
done everything from policy
research to calling people,
as well as holding a booth at
the State Fair and talking to
student organizations.
Before working for Haley, a
Republican state representative
from Lexington, Gandhi was
a field director for Barack
Obama’s presidential campaign
and served as the campaign
manager for Student Body
President Meredith Ross.
“I like her small business
mindset,” Gandhi said. “She
has a clear-cut idea of the
inner-workings of a company
a nd she how to u se t h at
knowledge in government.”
H a ley, who is on ly 37,
b e c a me t he f i r s t I nd i a n
A merican legislator in the
Un it e d St at e s w he n s he

a s s u me d of f ic e i n 20 0 4.
G a ndh i is also a n I ndia n
American.
“A lot of politicians make
decisions based on theory,
but Nikki doesn’t,” Gandhi
said. “She’s straight forward —
that’s what attracted me to her
campaign.”
After the fallout from Gov.
Mark Sanford’s extramarital
affair this summer, Gandhi
said students would be more
likely to pay attention to the
2010 election cycle. Most of
the gubernatorial candidates
have already been on campus
to court the college vote.
H a le y, a lo n g w it h
Democrat’s Dwight Drake,
Vincent Sheheen and Jim
Rex came to Capstone House
Monday to talk politics at
the Palmetto Gubernatorial
Showcase. About 75 students
showed up to the event.
In September, Republican
candidate Henry McMaster
and Lt. Gov. A ndre Bauer,
who is expected to declare
his gubernatorial candidacy
soon, spoke to the College
R epubl ic a n s ab out t he i r
campaigns.
“I think students are really
going to be energized about
this election,” Gandhi said.
“Campaigns are going to be
work ing harder t han ever
to at t r ac t st udent s f rom
campuses.”
Ta y l o r C a i n , a t h i r d y e a r h i s t o r y s t u d e nt , i s
volunteering for Democrat
Jim Rex’s campaign. Cain, a
former student senator, said
she hasn’t been this excited
about a campaign since Hillary
Clinton ran for president.
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Republican candidate Nikki Haley speaks to students Nov 3.

David Walters / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Columbia lawyer Dwight Drake has announced candidacy.
“Jim Rex embodies what
a governor should be,” Cain
said. “He’s real. Anyone who
sits down with him for five
minutes will realize that.”
Cain, the vice president
of Gamecocks for Rex, said
s he w a s mo s t i mp r e s s e d
when Rex, who at 67, is the
oldest Democrat r u n n ing
for nominat ion, w rote on
her Facebook page following
the Gubernatorial Showcase
earlier this week.
Rex supporters have created
a Facebook group devoted to
student involvement in the
campaign. Cain said the group
has nearly 70 members after
only a week of existence.
“As soon as he walked in
the door [Monday night], he

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
FEMINIST MAJORITY LEADERSHIP ALLIANCE

Tete a tete

FMLA works to break
women’s stereotypes,
raise health awareness
Sarah Peterman
STAFF WRITER

Ryan Mandi
Quinn Sordelet
Second-year
print journalism
student

Fourth-year
public relations
student

Police officers and the
college student: Is anyone
in the wrong?

See page 4A
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To many in the South, feminism is
still a dirty word.
Kate Jaffe and Sydney Daigle are
working the change that.
Jaffe, a fourth-year psycholog y
student and Daigle, a fourth-year
anthropology and women and gender
studies student , are co-presidents of
the Feminist Majority Leadership
A lliance. The club, sponsored by
the Feminist Majority Foundation,
began about six years ago.
“We want to advocate for women’s
rights, equality and health,” Daigle
s a id . “ We a l s o w a nt t o s p r e ad
awareness of what feminism is and
create a community for women.”
Ja f f e a n d D a i g le s a id S o u t h
Carolina faces a lot of challenges
when it comes to women’s rights.
Fr o m h i g h l e v e l s o f d o m e s t i c

violence and teen pregnancy to no
female representatives in the state
legislature, the co-presidents said
there is much work to be done.
“Many feminist organizations fi nd
it hard to link political activism with
grassroots organization,” Jaffe said.
FMLA takes a multi-dimensional
approach to helping women across
the state. Each semester, they work
on an activism project, which often
focuses on the more political aspects
of the feminist movement. They also
hold bake sales and jewelry sales to
support local organizations that help
women, such as women’s shelters and
safe houses.
T h i s s e m e s t e r, t h e g r o u p i s
working with Tell Them! S.C., an
organization that seeks to “support
better public policies to improve
reproductive health education in
o u r s c h o o l s a n d c o m m u n it i e s
and increase access statew ide to
reproductive health care,” according
to its Web site, www.tellthemsc.org.
Jaffe and Daigle said they consider
their organization part of a third
wave of feminism with a broader

Basketball Recap
South Carolina beats
down Kentucky Wesleyan
by 23 points in the team’s
exhibition opener.

had a herd of college students
around him,” Cain said of the
current state superintendent
of educat ion. “He get s
people excited. That’s what a
Democrat needs to do to win
in South Carolina.”
Despite the early
excitement, Cain said she’s still
worried about voter apathy.
“ W hat happened t h is
Tuesday in Virginia and New
Jersey showed us people forget
easily,” Cain said. “We’re
going to beat the street to
make sure people know about
Jim Rex.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.
sc.edu

WEEK:

focus, including gay rights and social
justice.
W hile t he fem inist movement
has come a long way from its braburning days, many people still have
misconceptions about what it means
to be a feminist.
“There is a stigma surrounding
the word ‘feminism,’” Jaffe said. “It
you believe women are equal to men,
you’re kind of a feminist.”
Daigle said people still associate
feminism with militant women.
“People think you don’t date, don’t
enjoy looking nice, don’t wear skirts,
all sorts of crazy stuff,” Daigle said.
Daigle said a correct definition
of feminism often helps clear up
many of the misconceptions. She
defi ned it as, “the policy, practice or
advocacy of political, economic and
social equality for women.”
Members also equip themselves to
be good advocates. By staying aware
of current events, doing advocacy
t r a i n i n g a nd d i s c u s s i n g i s s ue s
relevant to women today — both in
the U.S. and around the world —
they prepare to help extend women’s
rights in many different capacities.
Ultimately, FMLA is a community
of women, a lt hough men a re
welcome, too.
“I found my niche in the Carolina
community,” said Amanda Tatum,
a fourth-year international studies
st udent. “I love bei ng par t of a
community that gives back to USC
and the Columbia area. I also like
getting together with like-minded
people.”
Daigle said it’s always a good time,
and both Daigle and Jaffe agree,
“Feminism is fun.”
The Feminist Majority Leadership
A lliance meets on Wednesdays at
6 p.m. in Russell House room 302.
Their next meeting will be Nov. 18.

Online @

www.DailyGamecock.com
Courtesy of Kate Jaffe

The Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance meets on Wednesdays at 6 p.m.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
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Dr. Marion Burton, assistant
dean for clinical affairs at the
USC School of Medicine, was
elected president for the 2010-11
term of the American Academy
of Ped iat r ic s, t he nat ion’s
largest pediatric organization,
at its national conference last
October.
“I will be working every day
to support the health and wellbeing of children around the
world,” Burton said.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics was formed in 1930
as a branch of the American
Medical Association. Burton
said it is a complex organization
that deals with any child health
policy issues both nationally and
internationally.
After a
r ig orou s
selection
process a nd
e l e c t i o n
where 60,000
m e m b e r
pediat ricia ns
voted, Burton
BURTON was selected.
He feels t hat
his background in both pediatric
practice and academics made
him an appealing choice.
“I’ve done a diverse number
of things both in my practice
career and with my work with
the association,” Burton said.
“I understand pediatrics but
also departments of medicine
becau se of my t i me at t he
University.”
Burton ran with four basic
objectives, and is now evaluating
them to see how to implement
his goals most effectively.
Burton said his first push will
be for health care reform. He
said he wants to see every child
covered by health insurance.
“The door is open now, and
it’s a door that has never been
opened this wide for us before,”
Burton said.
He also wants to improve
c o nd it io n s f o r p r a c t ic i n g
pediat ricians. Pediat ricians
are often paid less than adult
doctors, largely because of
insurance plans.
Burton also said he wants to
focus on improving the social
determinants of health. As more
children are covered with health
insurance, things such as health
literacy and poverty will play an
increasing role in the quality of
care that children receive.
La st ly, Bu r ton wa nt s to
promote the value of pediatrics
to society. As the first doctors
t hat ma ny ch ild ren see,
pediatricians play a large role in
shaping the future of America.
“We want to try to help the
child grow and develop so their
lives will be successful,” Burton
said.
Though his term as president
doesn’t begin for another year,
Burton said he will be working
closely with the Academy both
now and during the year after
his term. Burton said he hopes
to accomplish all of these things
in his time with the American
Academy of Pediatrics; however,
he conceded that the three-year
period is relatively short.
“It is much like bearing a
torch,” Burton said. “You try to
continue what past presidents
have started and also ignite some
activities for after you’ve gone.
You also keep naysayers from
snuffing out the torch and light
a few catalyst fires.”
AAP ● 2A
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CALENDAR
Friday
What: Navigator

Men’s Bible Study
When: 2:30 p.m.
Where: RH 309
What: Funny People
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH Theater
What: Transformers 2
When: 9 p.m.
Where: RH Theater
Saturday
What: Darrin Horn’s

Ladies Clinic

When: 9 a.m.
Where: Basketball

Practice Facility

What: Poochapalooza
When: 11 a.m.
Where: Saluda

Shoals Park

What: Funny People
When: 6 p.m.
Where: RH Theater
What: Transformers 2
When: 9 p.m.
Where: RH Theater
Sunday
What: Sunday

Satsangh
When: 7 a.m.
Where: WilliamsBrice building 423
What: Hill of the Lord
Woship Service
When: 11 a.m.
Where: RH Theater
What: Sunday Night

Shack

When: 2 p.m.
Where: WBB 133

SPORTS
SCHEDULE
SWIM AND DIVE
Tennessee
Allan Jones Aquatic Center
Today
2 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Auburn
Volleyball Competition Facility
Today
7 p.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Florida
SEC Tournament
Tonight
8:30 p.m.

FOOTBALL
Arkansas
Donald W. Reynolds Stadium
Tomorrow
12:21 p.m.

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS

PIC OF THE DAY

LOCAL
Travel records to be public
South Carolina’s Supreme Court ruled Thursday
that an ethics investigation into Gov. Mark Sanford’s
travel must be made public, clearing the way for
lawmakers considering impeachment to review a
report on the probe.
Sanford’s law yers had tried keep a report on
a c r i m i na l i nvest ig at ion by t he St ate Et h ic s
Commission from being released to the House of
Representatives as leaders there decide whether to
move forward with impeachment efforts.
The commission’s investigation was launched
after Sanford returned from a five-day rendezvous
with an A rgentine lover in June that prompted
investigations by The Associated Press into his
travel practices. The AP found Sanford used state
airplanes for personal and political purposes; used
pricey commercial travel despite a state low-cost
travel requirement; and didn’t report private plane
trips given by friends and donors.
Sanford’s spokesman and law yers, as well as
Ethics Commission Director Herb Hayden, did not
immediately respond to questions.
The governor said shortly after the investigation
began that he would waive confidentiality rights,
but his lawyers later argued he only intended to
allow the scope of the investigation to be released.
Attorneys wanted Sanford to have a chance to
respond to the report before lawmakers saw it.

NATIONAL
11 dead at Fort Hood base
FORT HOOD, Texas — A military mental health doctor
facing deployment overseas opened fire at the Fort Hood
Army base on Thursday, setting off on a rampage that
killed 11 other people and left 31 wounded. Authorities
killed the gunman, and the violence was believed to be
the worst mass shooting in history at a U.S. military
base.
The shooting began around 1:30 p.m., when shots
were fired at the base’s Soldier Readiness Center,
where soldiers who are about to be deployed or who are
returning undergo medical screening, said Lt. Gen. Bob
Cone at Fort Hood.
“It’s a terrible tragedy. It’s stunning,” Cone said.
A law enforcement official identified the shooting
suspect as Army Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan. The official
spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not
authorized to discuss the case publicly.
Two other soldiers taken into custody following the
deadly rampage were later released, the office of a Texas
congressman said. A spokesman for Rep. John Carter
says Fort Hood officials informed Carter’s office of the
release. Carter’s congressional district includes the base.

INTERNATIONAL
Iranian student speaks out
BEIRUT — An unassuming college math student
has become an unlikely hero to many in Iran for
daring to criticize the country’s most powerful man
to his face.
Mahmoud Vahidnia has received an outpouring
of support from government opponents for the
challenge — unprecedented in a country where
insulting supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei is a
crime punishable by prison.
Perhaps most surprising, the young math whiz
has so far suf fered no repercussions f rom t he
confrontation at a question-and-answer session
between Khamenei and students at Tehran’s Sharif
Technical University.
In fact, Iran’s clerical leadership appears to be
touting the incident as a sign of its tolerance — so
much so that some Iranians at first believed the
20-minute exchange was staged by the government,
though opposition commentators are now convinced
Vahidnia was the real thing.

— The Associated Press

Chad Simmons / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Students wait in line outside the Russell House to get their H1N1 vaccination.
Student Health Services is providing free vaccinations throughout the week.

WEIRD HEADLINES
OKLAHOMA CITY — It’s not unusual to
see a deer or a cow crossing Oklahoma’s
rural highways. But an elephant? A couple
driving home from church nearly slammed
into a giant pachyderm that had escaped
from a nearby circus late Wednesday.
“Didn’t have time to hit the brakes. The
elephant blended in with the road,” driver
Bill Carpenter said Thursday. “At the very
last second I said ‘elephant!’”
Carpenter, 68, said he swerved his SUV
at the last second and ended up sideswiping
the 29-year-old female elephant on U.S. 81
in Enid, about 80 miles north of Oklahoma
City.
ATLANTA — An Atlanta man who rescued
one stray dog from traffic now has his hands
full with 10 pooches. The Atlanta JournalConstitution reported Thursday that Gary
DeNicola rescued the dog in late September
with plans to take it to a shelter the next

day. But it turns out the dog was pregnant
and gave birth to nine puppies that night.
Now DeNicola is running an animal shelter
of sorts himself and he’s looking for good
homes for the dogs.
ALOHA, Ore. — A 20 -year-old man
who called 911 to get his fast-food order
straightened out has been told to pay a $300
fine. Washington County, Ore., sheriff’s
deputies said Raibin Raof Osman called
t he emergency line to complain t hat a
McDonald’s in Aloha had left out a box of
orange juice from his drive-through order.
A restaurant employee later called 911 to
report that Osman and others who were
with him were blocking the lane, knocking
on restaurant windows and intimidating
employees.

TODAY IN HISTORY
1860
Abraham Lincoln is elected the 16th president of the United States over a deeply divided
Democratic Party, becoming the first Republican to win the presidency.

1861
Jefferson Davis is elected president of the Confederate States of America. He ran without
opposition, and the election simply confirmed the decision that had been made by the Confederate Congress earlier in the year.

1917
Led by Bolshevik Party leader Vladimir Lenin, leftist revolutionaries launch a nearly bloodless
coup d’État against Russia’s ineffectual Provisional Government. The Bolsheviks and their
allies occupied government buildings and other strategic locations in the Russian capital of
Petrograd (now St. Petersburg) and within two days had formed a new government with Lenin
as its head.

AAP ● Continued from 1A
“You also carry the torch of
the academy as spokesperson,”
Burton said.
His new role as president
will change his role within the
university, he and Dr. Richard
Hoppmann, the dean of the
USC’s School of Medicine,
are already making plans for

when his duties change.
Hoppmann said Burton has
been a committed advocate
for children and their parents
in a recent press release.
“It comes as no surprise to
those of us who have worked
with him that he will lead
the A merican Academy of
Pe d i at r ic s ,” Ho p p m a n n
said in a press release. “He

represents outstanding faculty
in our School of Medicine,
and he brings distinction to
our medical school and the
University of South Carolina
through his leadership.”
Comments on this story?
E- m a i l s a g c k n e w @ m a i l b ox.
sc.edu

Just Look at the Receipt

SAVE UP TO 40%
EVERYDAY
ON YOUR TOTAL TICKET
Effective 11/2 thru 11/08/09

SPECIALS THIS WEEK!

Red Delicious Apples

6 PK / 24 oz bottles

Pepsi Products

5 Lbs bag for

$

4 for

2

$

11

Limit 6 lbs please

ds Hot

groun
12 OZ Fair
Dogs

85¢

EVERYDAY
EV
LOW
PRICES

Assorted
Frozen B
anquet T.V.
Dinners

$1

NEVER ANY CARDS • NO M
MEMBERSHIPS • NO BAGS TO BUY
Store Hours: 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. 7 days a week
We gladly accept EBT, DEBT, VISA Mastercard

6646 Garners Ferry Road (across from V.A. Hospital)
Columbia, SC 29209 803-776-1606

GAMECOCK STUDENT
REWARDS
UPCOMING GAMES
Equestrian
11/6 vs. tennessee-martin
@ Blythewood - 1PM
11/7 vs. fresno state
@ blythewood - 10AM
¯VOLLEYBALL
11/6 vs. AUBURN - 7PM
11/8 VS. Georgia - 1:30PM
¯
Women’s BAsketBALL
11/11 vs. Augusta State - 7pm
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AARP, AMA approval
calls for deeper look
Whether or not you’re on board with the push for
health care overhaul — a push that has taken Capitol Hill
by storm — it’s time to start paying attention.
This week, after holding off and attending to every
detail, both the American Medical Association and the
AARP announced their backing of the health care bill.
On each side of the issue — as with our country, every
issue has two opposing sides — many, both Republicans
and Democrats, have either
Whether or not bl i ndly opposed or pushed
the health care bill without
you’re on board ac t u a l l y d ig g i n g i nt o t he
particulars themselves.
organizat ions, t wo
with the push ... it’s of These
the most familiar with our
health care system,
time to start paying nation’s
have set a good example to
into the facts and inform
attention. look
themselves before mak ing a
decision on their stances.
A round our count r y, Democrats have hailed t he
bill without k nowing anything about what they are
supporting. Likewise, many Republicans have written
off the bill without considering what experts — not
politicians or the media, but real health care experts —
have to say about the idea.
These organizations, who know far more than the
general public about the health care system, took more
time to deal with their opinions than the average Joe
holding picket lines at the White House or his neighbor
calling for socialist reform.
From the looks of things, this health care legislation is
going to take place — it’s time to look beyond party lines
and understand the issues.

Police officers deserve college students’
respect for protecting them; instead many
hate cops for supposed mistreatment

Past experiences with misguided cops
make students feel wary rather than
safe; treatment by police unwarranted

Many college students believe that police officers mistreat
them. They perceive that police officers could be doing
much more important things than picking on them while
they’re trying to have fun at Five Points. These people need
to rethink their perceptions, and for God’s sake, drink some
OJ, take a chaser, get up, and do their homework for once.
If you’re under 21 and complain about cops
in Five Points, reach into your wallet. What’s
that? A fake ID? Shut up, you deserved it.
To everyone 21 and up, I’ll take a more
nuanced approach. Despite what many think,
Five Points is actually one of the most crimeinfested places in Columbia. Look it up on
the crime density maps. So your argument
Ryan
that the police shouldn’t be there is out the
Quinn
window. But why are they picking on you
Second-year
instead of the “real” criminals — those scary print journalism
student
coke-dealers that shoot everyone? It’s because,
for starters, college students are important
assets that this state wants to keep safe. Also, while they are
waiting for those coke-dealers to come along, they have the
right to fill their quotas by utilizing your stupidity. Plus, you
may be the biggest threat.
In 2006, 17,030 people were murdered in the United
States. Compare that to 17,491 people killed in alcoholrelated collisions in 2006. In 2006, 359 people were murdered
in South Carolina, while 477 were killed by drunk drivers.
So when a cop cracks down on you for being a little “tipsy,”
as many college students so innocuously put it, you should
know why.
All over the country, college students have this hatred
of the “po po” for simply doing their jobs. Where did all
this hatred come from? Is this the echo of Kent State? I
suppose the rumor was passed from friend to friend of how
some stupid “pig” ruined their “Naturday.” Yes, there must
be quite a few times where cops have mistreated college
students, but I guarantee college students mistreat cops
much more frequently. Next time you hear a story from your
friend about how “the man” kept him down, remember it
was he, not the officer, who was A. drunk, B. stoned and C.
urinating on a parking meter. If cops were as evil as many
say they are, frat boys would be the ones wearing the badges.
So next time an officer asks you a few questions, don’t
yell at him. Don’t say that you have rights; argue your rights
when you’re in court and fully clothed, not naked in the
fountain. Don’t say you have a 3.5 GPA; he’ll say you have a
.35 BAC. Don’t sniff and say you smell bacon; if I were the
officer I’d make you smell pavement. And for God’s sake,
don’t scream “Don’t tase me bro!” Have some decency, have
some respect, and realize that these men are risking their
lives for little pay to protect you. You owe them that.

If you’re a college student, there has to be at least one time
during your school career that you have heard some variation
of the phrase, “Man, the police suck. Guess what happened
last night?”
I’m not going to lie – I am a fan of the police. I feel
more comfortable that they’re constantly around the corner
at Five Points. I feel secure when I see them
intervene during an argument that’s getting out
of hand. And, now that I’m 21, I really don’t have
a problem whenever they enter the same bar I
happen to be in.
However, as much as I am grateful for
the security they provide, I have heard and
experienced first hand many situations where
Mandi
the police seemed more concerned about
Sordelet
catching students doing something wrong than
Fourth-year
public relations
patrolling the area they are in.
student
Yes, college students can be drunk, obnoxious
spoiled brats and sometimes I don’t mind seeing
such an example being carried away in handcuffs. Yet, I have
the sneaking suspicion that cops tend to view all of us that way
rather than just paying attention to the actual drunkards on
the streets (some who aren’t even in college).
Some may remember the column I submitted last year
about the officer who harassed me in Five Points. For those
who don’t, the gist is that I was in a bar with a friend doing
absolutely nothing wrong – I was drinking but not drunk, I
was of age and although I provided him every form of ID on
me, including my driver’s license, military ID and debit card,
he still accused me of possessing false identification. As if that
wasn’t enough, he referred to my friend and me as “stupid”
because we had the audacity to be walking down the street of
Five Points at 2 a.m.
I don’t know about you guys, but I don’t enjoy being
treated like a miscreant just because of my age, school status
and the fact that I have a beer in my hand. Since when did
“protect and serve” become synonymous with “harass and
demean”? And when they aren’t being rude or harassing anyone
sporting USC letters and looking of college age, they often
implement more force than necessary to deter someone who
might be acting up, but who hasn’t done anything remotely
violent during the encounter, as a columnist mentioned in her
column a couple weeks ago.
Not all officers are so obtrusive, but it is that
experience of distrust and rudeness that makes me feel wary
rather than safe when I encounter a police officer nowadays,
and I know I am not the only one. I understand their need to be
stern and intimidating and I can also appreciate their diligence,
but not when they are going after an innocent bystander. It’s
those times that makes me wonder about the other Columbia
crime going unnoticed all because Deputy Dan is busy tailing
college students in hopes of catching them in the wrong.

Fox’s abandonment of real news for opinion contradicts slogan
Obama administration’s
exclusion of network justified
A s t he Obama adm in ist rat ion
continually bashed Fox News as being a
research arm for the Republican Party
and tried to bar them from the W hite
House press pool, the only thing I could
think was “Oh my God. If they ban Fox
from direct access to the White House,
what other freedoms of the press might
this administration go after next?”
But over the past two weeks my view on
that front has changed.
A mu lt it ude of sou rce s — f rom
Mediamatters.org to Jon Stewart, host of
The Daily Show — have recently reported
that Fox News actually said that “9 a.m. to
4 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on weekdays”
is when they run objective news programs.
The rest, they say, is editorial (or opinion)
programming.
Now, for t hose of you who for one
reason or another might not know, Fox
News Channel is a 24-hour news network
that uses the slogan “Fair and Balanced”

to descr ibe it s prog ra m m i ng. It has
become blatantly obvious, solely based off
of its own statements, that Fox News has
become a blatant contradiction.
First off, if a 24-hour station is going
to call itself a “news” station, it should
probably run more than nine hours of
objective news programming.
Secondly, if you openly admit that the
majorit y of programming
provided to the public from
your station is opinionated,
you should not be able to
r u n t he sloga n “Fa ir a nd
Balanced” under your logo.
Finally, if you only r un
nine hours of objective news
Bryan
Wednland programming on a 24-hour
First-year
“ne w s” c h a n nel a nd you
broadcast
admit to running a majority
journalism
of opi n ionated prog ra m s
student
while boast ing t he slogan
“Fair and Balanced,” you should at least
promote your “news” channel with the
people who actually are providing the
news during Fox’s nine hours of objective
programming.

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about it.
E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu.

sorely mistaken.
I once believed that banning Fox news
from the White House press pool would
be a breach of freedom of the press, but
I now see why the Obama administration
ha s t a ken t he st a nd t hat t hey have;
“Fair and Balanced” Fox News Channel
might not lie about facts or report false
information, but the very name of their
network and the slogan they’ve beaten
into the heads of their viewers is a lie.
It’s a slap in the face to anyone who
gets their news from them, a black eye
on the face of network news and a kick to
the groin of a freshmen journalism major
who still believes that there is room for
objectivity in the world of reporting.

Want to be spotted?
send us your photos and you could see
yourself on dailygamecock.com!

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

But when you see a commercial for
Fox News Chan nel you don’t see Jill
Dobson, Kimberly Guilefoyle Newsom
or Reena Ninan (I’ve never heard of them
either, don’t worry) being promoted. You
see Glenn Beck, Sean Hannity and Bill
O’Reilly — all of whom are on during
Fox’s designated opinion hours.
L et ’s rec ap for a second here; we
have a 24-hour network that calls itself
a “news channel” that only runs nine
hours of objective news programming
a day. That leaves 15 hours where Fox
news runs editorial programming while
still maintaining that their programming
is “Fa i r a nd Ba la nced.” T h is “new s
channel” doesn’t promote itself with the
names or faces of its news anchors, but
instead uses editorial hosts in most of its
advertisements.
How anyone can legit imately t hink
t hat t h is is how a news organ izat ion
is supposed to work is beyond me. I
honestly could care less if you watch this
journalistic abomination of a “Fair and
Balanced” network, but if you think that
Glenn Beck is giving you news you are
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“There is a bit of insanity in dancing that
does everybody a great deal of good.”
— Edwin Denby
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Boots kick fall into style

Top 30 Albums

Versatile footwear
takes on all forms
from cozy to chic

with any bright outfit to add a
dash of sass to your wardrobe.
Just make sure not to overdo
the trend by accessorizing
with a studded bag and jacket.
Fur-lined Boots Perfect
Amber Rose
for throwing on for class,
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
these are sure to keep you
The “it” shoe for fall is the
warm on those cold fall days.
boot. A great pair of boots are
From Uggs to American Eagle
classic and with these trends
to the runways of Roberto
any girl can put a spin on the
Cavalli, these boots are a
old favorite.
staple to any wardrobe. The
Boot ies/A nk le Boot s
fur can be lined on the inside,
Recently featured by designers
outside, and even covered in
such as DKNY, short boots
fur.
are back and can be found in
Lace up Boots We’re not
an array of styles including
talking about old lady boots,
s t udde d , le at her, s ue de ,
but about the new “it” boot
snakesk in and more. This
of the season which includes
style is key for anyone who
lace up booties to boots with
e nj o y s a n ‘ 8 0 s p u n k
countr y f lair
t h row b ac k .
to t he a n k le
T he se look
boot version
fabulous
by Alexander
with a dress
Wang with a
or skirt,
little rock and
especially
roll. A Tor y
when worn
Burch version
with a pair of
pairs several
tights, as well
key t rends
as cropped
with her
pants.
black leather
Motorcycle
lace-up boots
Boot s The
with buckle
perfect pair is
GAM ECOCK
Amber Rose / THE DAILY
detailing at
a wor n black
the top.
leat her boot wit h buck le,
Over-the-knee Boots
zipper or stud detailing. Like
This boot is not for the faint
a great leather jacket, this is
of heart. It’s for t he true
an essential piece for the girl
fashionista who is daring to
who likes a little edge to her
be anything but a wallflower.
wardrobe. Buckles have been a
This trend has set the fashion
key feature on several runways
world on fire, popping up all
including Tory Burch’s.
over runways from Rodarte
Slouchy Boots With a
to Stella McCartney to Louis
suede texture and flat bottom,
Vuitton. These tall boots are
slouchy boots can be paired
the perfect cover up whether
with a boho dress and a pair
worn over a pair of jeans
of opaque tights, but they also
or tights and a dress. The
can be tucked into a pair of
textures of this style range
jeans as well. There are the
from black leather to buckled
classic colors of black and
to studded to suede with a pop
brown, but a pop of color from
of color as just a few examples.
purple to red work even better.
This look is all about making
Studded Boots This little
a statement so the perfect
detail has been a prominent
accessory is confidence.
feature for fall. Though they
work with almost anything,
these are sure to add some
edge to a silky top, floral skirt Comments on this story?
and bright tights. Pair them E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Provided by Austin Crane
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Train returns to original style
After dissapointing release ‘Nation,’
‘Save Me, San Francisco’ finds
adult-contemporary group thriving
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Chloe Gould
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THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Save Me, San Francisco

21

★★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

After a three-year break from the music scene, American
pop-rock band Train is back with the perfect blend of
their founding acoustic style and more mainstream tracks.
“Save Me, Sa n Fra ncisco,” a n ode to t he ba nd’s
hometown, brings back the stripped down sound of their
first self-titled album, while introducing a new side to
their music as the group steps back into the limelight with
just the three founding members.
Lead singer Pat Monahan’s infect ious voice wit h
that certain soulful funk, adds a little kick to the most
brilliantly written lyrics, with many of the tracks bringing
in the same style seen on his solo album, 2007’s “Last of
Seven.”
The more commercial, pop side of Monahan, which was
more than apparent in his solo project, shines through
with this album’s fi rst single, “Hey, Soul Sister.” Although
the track does its job bringing the band back to the top of
the Billboard charts, it ends up sounding out of place and
comparable to Jason Mraz’s completely commercialized
“I’m Yours.”
Once the guys stop trying to go for the mainstream
when their true talent is able to come through. The songs
that unintentionally, but all too perfectly return to the
tried and true roots, with a little twist, make “Save Me,
San Francisco” great.
The band’s two founding albums, “Train” and “Drops
of Jupiter,” set the foundation with a unique, yet real
and authentic feel to their music. Popular tracks, “Meet
Virginia,” and the second’s title track, “Drops of Jupiter,”
were a defi ning success in their ability to turn the most
personal meaning relatable, with that signature beat that
keeps the listeners captivated.
“Save Me, San Francisco” manages to bring the same
talent back, with the opening title track establishing
a complete contrast to t he f irst-released single. By

22
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24
Courtesy of Train

Train’s “Save Me, San Francisco” hit shelves Oct. 27.
incorporating a re-mixed Doobie Brothers’ “Black Water,”
the soulful “I Got You” fi nds a nice spot in the lineup,
while “Words” parallels the vibe of “My Private Nation.”
“Breakfast in Bed” throws a wrench in the flow, adding
what could be called one of the band’s more unique
endeavors, but quickly turning into a somewhat monotone
and repetitive track that calls for a swift change of song.
“Parachute” and “If It’s Love” do the best of bringing
toget her t ho se w i n n i ng ly r ic s , rela xed v ib e a nd
mainstream popularity, and achieve the true balance of
past and present Monahan has been searching for.
“Marry Me,” which closes out the album with that
original acoustic sound, hits back on the sweet and more
sensitive sounds of “My Private Nation.” It brings the
album full-circle, after a track list that builds upon every
step of the band’s past and leaves Train in its truest form.
After the release of 2006’s “For Me, It’s You,” turned
out to be an all-around flop as the band’s fi rst album that
didn’t go platinum, it looked like Train was out of their
best material and ready to retire. However, “Save Me, San
Francisco” is their redeeming record and opens the door
to a new take on their signature style.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
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AUSTIN CRANE
A Place At The Table
GOSSIP
Music For Men
APPLES IN STEREO
#1 Hits Explosion
Yep Roc
DUTCHESS AND THE
DUKE
Sunset/Sunrise
Hardly Art
DEVENDRA
BANHART
What Will We Be
Warner Bros.
LA ROUX
La Roux
Cherrytree-Interscope
BC
Time Pieces Pt. 1: Time
Capsule [EP]
THEY MIGHT BE
GIANTS
Here Comes Science
Walt Disney
SEA WOLF
White Water, White
Bloom
Dangerbird
RX BANDITS
Mandala
Sargent House
GIRLS
Album
True Panther Sounds
BIRD NAMES
Bird Names Sings
The Browns
Upset The Rhythm
A PLACE TO BURY
STRANGERS
Exploding Head
Mute
FRUIT BATS
The Ruminant Band
SUB POP
DELUKA
Deluka [EP]
VEL
OCULIST
Principles
Suribral
SOUND TRIBE
SECTOR 9
Peaceblaster Remixes
AIR
Love 2
Astralwerks
SOLE AND THE
SKYRIDER BAND
Plastique
DEAD MAN’S BONES
Dead Man’s Bones
Anti
PETE YORN AND
SCARLETT
JOHANSSON
Breakup
WHY?
Eskimo Snow
Anticon
HOWLING BELLS
Radio Wars
Nettwerk
STATE RADIO
Let It Go
Nettwerk
MANSIONS
New Best Friends
Doghouse
SOULICO
Exotic On The Speakers
JDub
MAYER
HAWTHORNE
A Strange Arrangement
Stones Throw
BEAR IN HEAVEN
Beast Rest Forth Mouth
Hometapes
F-K BUTTONS
Tarot Sport
ATP
LE LOUP
Family
Hardly Art

— Compiled by: Colin Jones

AUSTIN CRANE
A Place At The Table
Local folk singer
Austin Crane has been
ma k i ng waves i n t he
Colu mbia music scene
for a rou nd fou r yea r s
with his pounding vocals
a nd c o mple x , l a y e r e d
compositions. Now with
his followup to the quiet
yet captivating “I Know
M y H a n d s ,” C r a n e
extends his sound further
from his folk founding
i nt o s t r a n g e r, d a r k e r
territory.

Provided by Devendra Banhart

DEVENDRA BANHART
What Will We Be
Warner Bros.
The folk prince of
h ippiedom ha s f i na l ly
grown up and out of the
pauchouli soaked forest of
yore to release his major
label debut “What Will
We B e .” B a n h a r t h a s
replace the experimental
folk of his previous albums
for a more grounded, adult
sound. Still one should
st i l l ex pec t wei rd ne s s
galore from someone who
has been described as one
of the forefronts of freak
folk.

Provided by Girls

GIRLS
Album
True Panther Sounds
T hese Sa n Fra ncisco based pyschadelic
drugged-out glam folkers
ju st won’t st ay dow n.
A fter releasing a video
that could be qualified as
porn and losing half of
the band on the last tour
through Europe, singer/
g u it a r ist C h r istopher
Owens keeps pushing the
publicity train forward on
the spectacular “Album.”
T h e r e ’s a i n t i m a t e
strangeness to this release
a nd O wens’ stor y of
escaping the Children of
God cult completes it.

Provided by Air

AIR
Love 2
Astralwerks
Some bands are so French
that you can just tell from
listening to them — Air
is one of them. Sprouting
out of t he s u rb u rb a n
Pa r is elec t ron ic scene
a decade ago, t he duo
have returned with the
follow-up to 2006’s Pocket
Symphony. Air has gone
for a more p op ba sed
aesthetic on Love 2 but
sometimes this direction
sounds outdated and a tad
bit over played for these
parisian professionals.
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The Scene
USC

Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

The Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock
TELEPATH, AGOBI PROJECT
8 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122
State St.

TODAY

PhD ● By Jorge Chan

TOMORROW

SÉRAPHINE
3, 5:30 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

LIISA SALOSAARI JASINKI PRESENTS OIL
PAINTINGS, 2006 - 2009
Gallery 80808/Vista Studios, 808 Lady St.

GREGORY ALLEN ISAKOV
8 p.m., $8
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.

ZACH DEPUTY
9 p.m., $10 advance / $12 day of show
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

MIXXD DJ DANCE NITE
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

THROTTLEROD CD RELEASE, DEATH VALLEY
DRIVER, CAROLINA CHUPACABRA, ACID ROACH
8 p.m., $3
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

HOROSCOPES

11/6/09

1234567890-=
A R I E S A n older
person cou ld get on
your nerves if you allow
it . I nstead, l isten to
what is said and respond
moderately.
TAU RUS

An
older person presents a
problem for you to solve.
Us e e mo t io n a l me a n s
to achieve the necessary
change.

GEMINI

Working
with older people poses
challenges now. Listen to
their demands but follow
your own rules.

C A NCER

Today
it seems like others want
to push you around. Your
be st bet is to do you r
own work and save your
opinions for later.

LEO Practice makes
perfect. But practice in
pr ivate, a nd t a ste -te st
carefully. Then adjust the
recipe.
V I R G O Never
t h i n k t hat you’l l go
hungry. There’s plenty to
go around if you dish it out
evenly.
L I BR A To d a y ’s
challenges include
nurturing young people,
catering to an older person
and avoiding arguments
with someone in power.
SCOR PIO Mu ll
over a plan in your mind.
Work out the details today.
Present results later.

SAGITTARIUS
Blast out of your ordinary
mold using solid ideas that
you’ve worked on for a
while. Don’t take no for an
answer.

C A PR ICOR N
Do what you want to do.
Don’t let others jerk you
around. Change only those
things that need changing.

AQUARIUS All
you see are red l ight s!
T he y e v e nt u a l l y t u r n
g reen and you move
for ward. Mea nwh ile,
practice patience.
PISC ES A n older
person gets on your case.
You may have to listen and
take action.

11/6/09

Solution from 11/5/09

ACROSS
1 Cold-cut palace
5 Perpendicular
to the keel
10 Puts on
14 Folk singer Burl
15 Cringe
16 Ardor
17 Unwritten
things to do?
19 Break out
problem
20 Agog
21 Firing line order
23 Brown ermine
24 Vanquished
one
25 Play the ﬂute
29 Skinned
32 Auction actions
35 Prim
37 Caesar’s hello
38 Black-andwhite
treat
39 Leg bone
40 Gossip pair
41 Lout
42 Third party
funds
43 Capone’s
nemesis
44 Look of
contempt
46 “Dust in the
Wind” group
48 Game
guidelines
50 Basil-based
sauce
54 Actor Jose
56 One who
chooses
59 __ ﬁxe
(obsession)
60 Magical circle?
62 Milieu for
Lemieux
63 “Reversal of
Fortune” star
64 Zeno’s home
65 Jazz singer

James
66 Unfamiliar with
67 Gull cousin
DOWN
1 Small change
2 Happening
3 Slowly, in
music
4 No kidding!
5 Hole-making
tools
6 Digestive juice
7 Writer Bagnold
8 Coolers, brieﬂy
9 Part of MGM
10 Showy shrub
11 Interior
designer’s fee?
12 Comic Carvey
13 Winter
transport
18 Mobile leader?
22 Spot in a crowd
24 Wound
26 Makes up one’s
mind
27 Bamboozles
28 Zodiac sign
30 December 24

Solution for 11/5/09

and 31
31 Sen. group
32 Ghostly
greetings
33 Turkey’s
neighbor
34 Put off monthly
payment?
36 Carpentry tools
40 Privately
42 Perry’s creator
45 A-ha!
47 Sketch artist
49 Field Marshal

Rommel
51 Steps over a
fence
52 Skin cream
53 Church
instrument
54 “Chariots of __”
55 Emulate Perry
White
56 Winter fall
57 Millay of poetry
58 For fear that
61 Raw mineral
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Housing-Sale

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Free dinner & program Fridays 7PM
1727 Pendleton St. Info@ifmusa.org or
799-3452

Behind VA 1BR 1BA studio home
w/garage/work shop. Pvt wooded lot, all
fenced. Asking $89,000. Call Renee at
206-6931 for more information.

Help Wanted
Instructors

Apartments

Help Wanted

Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..

COPPER BEECH - 3BR. 3.5 BA, Call
(803)292-1149...50% off 1st mo rent.
Avail Spring 2010 $475/Mo. per person.

DOG DAZE - Hiring PT help. Need to be
able to work on some weekends and
weekday afternoons. Apply in person
M-F 8am-6pm. 7716 Garners Ferry Rd.

Help Wanted
Restaurants

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Now hiring experienced wait staff.
Apply in person from 3pm-5pm.
4517 Forest Drive.

Cornell Arms Apts. We have the best
kept secret in town. Call 799-1442 ask
for Glenn/Myra to found out our secret
ONLY 1BR LEFT. CALL FOR DETAILS

Roommates
F/rmmte needed for Spring 2010 Sublease! Copper Beech Flexible move in
Dec/Jan $440 Call Kara 864-483-0907

Housing-Rent
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
OLYMPIA AREA - 604 Kentucky St..
Renovated, clean 3BR 2BA house. W/D
hkups fridge stove deck $875/mo.
Call Bob 609-4897.
Rooms for Rent - Lg Spacious
walking distance to USC $300/mo.
Call 463-5129
2606 GERVAIS 3BR 1BA
all major appl. totally remodeled large
backyard $975 + $600 dep. 413-3297
Walk to USC! 2BR 1BA Townhouse
$695/mo w/d call 404-8916
622 Augusta St West Cola
3BR 1BA w/d $600 Call 413-3297

VALET US - Seeking drives for a new
innovative driving service. Great PT
work for students! We give you everything you need and you control your potential income! 5 year acceptable driving
record required (Must present DMV Report). Minimum age of 21 y.o. For more
details please call Valet US 528-6559.

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
Local church preschool is now hiring for
substitute teachers to work with children
ages 6 wks-6 yr. olds. Hours are for
mornings and/or afternoons. We work
with your schedule when you are available. Individuals must have patience, energy and have a love for children. Exp is
required. Please apply at 3200 Trenholm
Road or call 771-1512 for more information.

TOMBO GRILLE

Banquet Servers needed.
Call 782-0082.

Help Wanted
Musicians
GUITARIST NEEDS BAND
Can play Zeppelin & Hendrix email
mcgonegc@mailbox.sc.edu

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

Major credit cards accepted
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IT’S AT THAT POINT IN THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL SEASON WHERE ONLY THE STRONGEST
SURVIVE, AND THE WEAK ARE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD, WONDERING WHAT COULD
HAVE BEEN. OVER THE LAST TWO SEASONS, SOUTH CAROLINA FAITHFUL HAVE WATCHED
THEIR TEAM STRUGGLE DOWN THE STRETCH — AS THE ‘07 AND ‘08 CAMPAIGNS HAVE
COMBINED FOR EIGHT CONSECUTIVE LOSSES TO END THE SEASON.
COVER ● 5B
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Gamecocks eye changes in the trenches
Jarriel King sits with injury,
walk-on prepares for first career start
Rodney Gray

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The weather isn’t the only thing changing in the Columbia
area. Due to injuries, sub-par play and the emergence of
other players, the Gamecocks’ offensive staff has been forced
to continually shuffle the offensive line on an almost gameto-game basis. The South Carolina offensive line has been
on a rollercoaster of highs and lows this season. At times the
line has dominated, when USC amassed a staggering 287
rushing yards with four touchdowns against Florida Atlantic.
But the rushing game proved abysmal against Tennessee last
week, with only 65 rushing yards gained.
Carolina’s offensive line will be looking to establish
dominance against the Razorbacks. Standing in the way will
be the Razorbacks’ front line that includes returning tackle
for loss leader Malcolm Sheppard and emerging defensive
end Tenarius Wright.
“I came out this season worried about how it would go
with moving to defensive end,” Arkansas coach Bobby
Petrino said. “I feel like I’m getting better and that’s what I

have to do. Just get better every day.”
Arkansas’ defensive line will be seeing a few new faces
when they dig their cleats in on Saturday.
The Gamecocks have been bitten by the injury bug again
and continue to look for different players to step up their
play. The coaching staff has the utmost confidence that
its team will be able to respond to these end-of-the-year
problems.
“I think they have responded very well to adversity,” USC
coach Steve Spurrier said. “We’ve had some bad things
happen, but they’ve been able to bounce back and win those
games. Obviously, we couldn’t overcome the quick 21 that
happened last week, but the guys hung in there and fought
through the second half.”
As the Gamecocks’ offensive line continue to shake off
nagging injuries and sub-par performances, others are
seizing the opportunity to get a chance to show their mettle.
Junior transfer Garrett Chisolm has played an important
role with the Gamecocks and saw his first significant playing
time during the second half of the game against Tennessee.
Chisolm, who brings a blue-collar work ethic to the field, is
turning heads and beginning to make his mark on Carolina
football.
“He’s got a wonderful attitude that hopefully will rub off

HEAD

on all these other players,” Spurrier said.
Without fellow lineman Jarriel King, USC will need a
blue-collar effort in order to bounce back from the blowout
loss to Tennessee. The Gamecocks will need to take better
care of the football, as several first-half fumbles doomed the
Gamecocks last week.
The football gods were not as gracious in giving the
Gamecocks the usual lucky bounces that they had been
receiving in weeks past.
“We’ve won a lot of games this year when the other team
messed up. The other team had touchdowns called back, and
that’s sort of what happened to us last game and hopefully we
will not repeat that,” Spurrier said. “We’re looking forward
to this game with Arkansas.”
South Carolina enters Saturday’s game at 6-3, making
them bowl eligible, but the Gamecocks are taking the
proverbial one-game-at-a-time approach.
“We’re looking forward to this game,” Spurrier said.
“They are a good team, they’re at home and had a big win
last week, but we feel like we can play a lot better than we
have recently, so we’re going to try to do it.”
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Taylor to start for injured Matthews
Freshman looks to perform
in place of veteran defensive end
Ryan Velasquez

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Gamecocks lost a lot more than the game last
Saturday night at Tennessee. They lost star defensive end
Cliff Matthews to a sprained shoulder that will sideline him
for several weeks. With his absence weighing heavily on the
defense, Carolina will be looking to freshman Devin Taylor
to fill the void tomorrow at Arkansas.
Three-quarters of the way through his first season, Taylor
has made a strong impact on the defensive line. Playing in all
nine games, he’s recorded 23 tackles and one sack, as well as
two forced fumbles and two blocked kicks.
“I’m very confident that I can play well,” Taylor said. “The
better I practice the more confident I get that I’ll be able to
help out the team and fill in for Cliff tomorrow.”
Taylor has been one of many newcomers on the team
that have made their mark on Carolina football this season.

After his performance in an opening victory at N.C. State, 2 in the SEC.
“We’re preparing for this one the same way we do every
Taylor was named SEC Defensive Lineman of the Week.
Since then, he has continued to be a solid contributor for the week,” Taylor said. “We’re focused on our plan for this game
and making sure we execute it the right way.”
defense.
Coming in as a transfer from Michigan, Mallett has put up
“I feel like I’ve improved a lot,” Taylor said. “I think I’ve
gotten a lot better as the season’s progressed, but I know some strong numbers in his first year at Arkansas. He leads
the conference with 2,151 passing yards and 18 touchdowns
there’s always room for improvement.”
In the wake of Matthews’s injury, Taylor has provided a and is ranked No. 10 in the country with a quarterback
rating of 153.2.
steady presence for the team at practice this week.
“They’ve got a good offense. They’re favored over us and
“I’m doing my best to work harder in practice and keep
everybody on the right track,” Taylor said. “If somebody falls they should be,” Spurrier said. “We’ve got a challenge in
front of us. We’ll see if we’re up to it.”
down, I’ll help pick them back up.”
If the Gamecocks are to come away with a win tomorrow, a
Even though Taylor is slated to be the starter, don’t be
surprised to see a few others get some time at defensive end. strong showing from Taylor and the rest of the defensive line
“We’ve got Kenny Davis ready, as well as Nathan Pepper will be very important. With only three games remaining,
and Melvin Ingram,” coach Steve Spurrier said. “So maybe time is short for Carolina to continue its push for a quality
bowl game.
one of those guys will move out to the end if need be.”
“We’re trying to become a new team that’s different from
Regardless of who plays tomorrow, Carolina’s defense will
certainly be put to the test against a high-flying Razorback those of the past,” Taylor said. “We’re working to do things
passing attack. Led by sophomore quarterback Ryan Mallett, differently this time around.”
Arkansas boasts one of college football’s best offenses,
ranked No. 18 in the nation
in yards per game and No. Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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THE
Arkansas Traveler’s Matt Watson answers Carolina’s burning questions
Can Arkansas’ defense stop anyone?

W hen A rkansas quarterback Ryan
Mallett is at his best, he is the best quarterback in the league,
no doubt about it. When he’s on he has great vision in the
pocket and really stretches a defense with his power arm. No
one throws the deep ball better than Mallett, and without
significant pressure he can pick a defense apart.
By t he numbers, t he M ichigan-t ransfer leads t he
conference in passing yards per game (268.5) and touchdowns
through the air (18). Despite a completion
percentage of just 54 percent, he limits his
mistakes and has the fewest interceptions (3) of
any quarterback averaging more than 200 yards
per contest.
The problem is when Mallet t’s not in
rhythm, he has trouble hitting receivers and
can fall in love with throwing deep and miss
Matt
opportunities to move the ball down field. He
Watson
The Arkansas
has hardly utilized preseason All-SEC tight end
Traveler Sports
D.J. Williams, and if the Razorback protection
Editor
falls apart, he doesn’t move well on his feet.
While the rest of the Arkansas receiving
corps has proven capable of making big plays, whether it’s
Joe Adams taking short passes and turning up field for big
gains or Greg Childs making diving catches in the end zone,
the Hogs have also had weeks where Mallett hits targets in
the hands only to see the ball dropped, and he tends to lose
focus when the offense can’t get going. But with Mallett at
the helm, Arkansas is always a threat to score quickly and
often, because he has the best arm in the league and capable
weapons to get the ball in the end zone.

The Razorback defense had no trouble stopping Eastern
Michigan in the first half last week, scoring more points (42)
than the Eagles had yards (39) before halftime. The Hogs
gave up some points in the second half with the game already
decided and the first-stringers on the sideline, but they did
stop EMU when they wanted to.
So to answer the question, technically, yes.
A rk a n sa s st r u ng toget her a few sol id defen sive
performances in October, holding Texas A&M, Florida
and Auburn to 22 points per game in consecutive weeks
before giving up 30 to Ole Miss. But each of those games
the Razorback defense looked better on the scoreboard,
it was because the opposing team had self-infl icted blown
opportunities to score easily, as week-after-week a missed
assignment left an opposing receiver wide open with a clear
path to the end zone, but each time the guy dropped the ball.
I was amazed to see UA defensive coordinator Willy
Robinson to say the Ole Miss game was an “eye-opening
experience”…surely the opponent dropping easy scores
wasn’t a part of the game plan in previous weeks.
Arkansas has had trouble in the secondary all season long,
from suspensions, injuries or ineffectiveness, and Stephen
Garcia will have plenty of opportunities to burn the Hog
defense for huge chunks of yardage at a time.

I don’t think he’s leaving any time
soon. For one, Bobby Petrino’s an offensive guy, he’s a
quarterback guy, and he has a quarterback with the potential
to be the best pure passer in the country. Petrino is helping
Mallett develop his power arm and all-around game, which
could be headed to the NFL after another year or two.
Petrino has a good situation in Fayetteville, Ark., because
the last Razorback coach left on such bad terms that the
new sheriff in town has everyone supporting him. It’s not a
big city or major media market, so he has for the most part
avoided much of the negativity from his abrupt exits from
Louisville and the Atlanta Falcons.
I think Arkansas will make more improvements in the win
column next season after a few close (and controversial) calls
that have kept the Hogs at .500 through two-thirds of the
schedule this year. Petrino has to stay put for a little while
just to avoid aggravating the reputation he’s earned, and he’s
got no reason to jump ship here any time soon.

Is Saturday’s game a must-win
for the Hogs?
I don’t know how much of a “mustwin” game a 4-4 team can have. Does
Arkansas have to beat South Carolina
to get to a bowl? No. And it’s not
like the conference title or national
championship is on the line. The
Razorbacks have Troy and Mississippi
State up next, both at home, so the
Hogs will still have a good chance at
becoming bowl-eligible should they
lose Saturday.
But Arkansas lacks a signature win
this season, and with just one SEC
victory so far the Razorbacks are only
halfway to where they finished last
year after an upset win against LSU to
end the season. No Razorback fan is
going to be excited about a 6-6 fi nish
and the only conference wins coming against Auburn and Mississippi State, teams Arkansas
was picked to finish ahead of.
But a win over the Gamecocks at home (or stealing a third-straight victory over LSU, at
Death Valley) would be huge for a Razorback program that has been forced to swallow slowand-steady progress from Day One of the Bobby Petrino Experience. No one wants to look
back at the end of the year and say the Hogs’ signature moment was almost beating Florida.

I t h i n k A rk a n s a s c a n
establish a g rou nd game
with a variety of backs and
open up the passing lanes for
Mallett, so the Razorback
offense gets going at home.
I don’t expect a defensive
struggle Saturday, but I don’t
think this ends in a shootout
eit her. It’ll be close, but
I’ll take the Hogs at home,
34-31.
Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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i nto a road g a me ag a i n st a n SEC
competitor in the Arkansas Razorbacks,
Carolina will have its back up against the
wall from here on out. Simply executing
COVER ● Continued from 1B
will be easier said than done. If anyone
Since 2005, USC coach Steve Spurrier
k nows that, it’s the captain and leader
and his Gamecocks are just 4-12 in games
of t he of fense, who certainly has not
played after Nov. 1. Each year has its
underestimated the importance of the
own set of promising victories, creating
upcoming contest.
a new, hopeful outlook for the remainder
“In the past, its right around this time
of the season. But following Carolina’s
that our season starts going down hill. So
almost yearly slide, the same bitter feeling
we defi nitely have a test this week and we
remains in t he stomachs of t he fans,
have to come ready to play … We need
players and coaches who thought each year
to keep moving forward,” Brown said.
might end up being different.
“To continue to do what we’re trying to
But in 2009, there’s been a different
accomplish this year, this is
v ibe i n Colu mbia t hat
a must-win game for us. We
has the team looking like
have to bounce back and
the wheels are in motion.
show our resiliency to not
We’re not as
T i me s a r e c h a n g i n g i n
let one game determine our
Sout h Ca rol i na. W it h a
season.”
bad off as some
stellar f reshman class,
De spite spec u lat ion,
a not her s ol id def e n s i ve
of
you
want
o n e t h i n g t h a t d i d n ’t
unit and fi nally a consistent
cont r ibute to Ca rol i na’s
to attempt to
start ing quarterback,
Halloween weekend was a
t h i ng s were lo ok i ng up
lack of intensity or emotion.
make
us
feel.
as t he G amecock s had a
It’s been ev ident in past
6-2 record with a No. 21
Carolina teams, but hasn’t
USC head coach Steve Spurrier
national ranking following
been and doesn’t look to be
a much overdue victory over
a factor in 2009.
Vanderbilt.
“Each timeout, even when
But Carolina then
we were down 21 points,
t raveled to K nox v ille
guys were still screaming,
on Halloween weekend and suffered a
‘let’s go, we’re not out of this, keep on
31-13 defeat to the Vols that felt eerily
f ight ing.’ I don’t k now how outsiders
similar to t he disappointments of t he
looking in really get that [there was a lack
last four years. With three challenging
of emotion] but I didn’t get that feel from
games remaining, its gut-check time for
my teammates at all,” Brown said.
Spurrier’s Gamecocks. Will USC end the
Despite the hiccup suffered a week ago,
season respectably by playing up to its full
the Gamecocks aren’t letting outsiders
potential, or will it be yet another long,
sway the team on how its season will end.
painful offseason in Columbia?
“Here we go again, also with six wins
Senior wide receiver Moe Brown has
and three losses right now,” Spurrier said.
experienced plent y of disappointment
“So we’re not as bad off as some of [the
during his four years at Carolina. But
media] want to attempt to make us feel.
unlike previous years, Brown believes that
We don’t feel bad. We’ve got a bunch of
one key element is present that is needed
young guys playing, and we’re 6-3 and it
to emerge victorious: chemistry. What’s
could be worse.”
missing? Execution.
Redshirt freshman Tori Gurley also
“In the past its been chemistry problems
feels posit ive about t he G a mecock s’
and some players not buy ing into t he
current posit ion. Much like Spurrier,
system. That’s definitely not a problem
he’s attempting to get the troops to stick
this season. We’re all on the same page,
together as the team closes on the final
having fun and enjoying playing football,”
streth.
Brown said. “It’s the execution part … It’s
“We are just using [the Tennessee loss]
not a problem with the chemistry part, it’s
as motivation for finishing strong. The
a problem with the execution.”
coaches have really been hard on us, just
Coming off a brutal loss and heading

Sam Davis

STAFF WRITER

“

Ben Fine / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

telling us to stay focused,” Gurley said.
“Don’t let any outsiders contribute to what
is going on. Let us stick together and let
us jell as a team so we can fi nish up strong,
and let the rest of it takes care of itself.”
“Physically we are a little tired and we
are tr ying to get through the season,”
Gurley said. “But we just have to dig deep
and be ready for these next games and
hopefully go out and win.”
Defensive Coordinator Lorenzo Ward
isn’t as much concerned with outsiders’
perspectives, but more with the lack of
basic football fundamentals that he’s been
seeing in the defense’s performance. If
that doesn’t change, the rest of the season
may not be kind to the Gamecocks.
“ We’re not doi ng ou r pa r t . We’re
missing too many open field tackles. That’s
causing big plays and that’s what killed us
in the game on Saturday and will continue
to kill us until we change that,” Ward
said. “It’s getting in the proper alignment,
tak ing the proper angle and wrapping

Photo courtesy of The Associated Press

guys up instead of trying to run through
the legs or make shoulder tackles.”
One t hing t he Gamecock s must do
to finish the season strong is shake off
t he demoralizing defeat suf fered last
weekend to head into A rkansas with a
clear conscious.
Indeed, plenty of obstacles lie in the way
of Carolina’s arduous task – playing well
against Arkansas, Florida and Clemson
to fi nish the season the way players mean
for it to be fi nished. But the players seem
prepared for that stretch, and don’t plan
on the collapses of seasons past affecting
the team this time around.
“ It ’s a v e r y d i f f e r e nt me nt a l it y,”
cornerback Akeem Auguste said. “I don’t
k now, I g uess it’s really t wo different
situations.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Northwestern @ Iowa
Kansas @ Kansas State
LSU @ Alabama
Oregon @ Stanford
Ohio State @ Penn State
Florida State @ Clemson
Duke @ North Carolina
Oklahoma @ Nebraska
UConn @ Cincinnati
USC @ ArkansasWest Virginia

Iowa
Kansas State
Alabama
Oregon
Penn State
Clemson
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Cincinnati
Arkansas

Iowa
Kansas State
Alabama
Oregon
Penn State
Clemson
Duke
Oklahoma
Cincinnati
USC

Iowa
Kansas
Alabama
Oregon
Penn State
Clemson
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Cincinnati
USC

Northwestern
Kansas
LSU
Oregon
Ohio State
Florida State
Duke
Oklahoma
Cincinnati
USC

Iowa
Kansas
Alabama
Oregon
Penn State
Florida State
Duke
Oklahoma
Cincinnati
USC

Last Week’s Standings:
Overall:

5-5
(62-28)

8-2
(62-28)

5-5
(59-31)

8-2
(61-29)

8-2
(62-28)

Email dailygamecocksports@gmail.com

Roundup
A quick look at Saturday’s conference action
James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

GAMEDAY
South Carolina (6-3, 3-3 SEC) @
Arkansas (4-4, 1-4)
Time: 12:21 ET
Location: Donald W. Reynolds Stadium, Fayetteville, Ark.
Radio: 107.5 FM in Columbia
TV: SEC Network (WIS-TV in Columbia)
Line: USC +7
Injury report: For South Carolina, juniors defensive end
Cliff Matthews and safety Chris Culliver are both out with
shoulder injuries. Matthews is not expected to be back until
the Clemson game. Offensive lineman Terrence Campbell
is expected to miss the remainder of the year with a neck
injury. Fellow lineman Jarriel King is out for this week’s
game. Freshman Jarrett Burns is out for the remainder of
the season with torn ligaments. For Arkansas, running back
Michael Smith and cornerback Roman Broadway are both
questionable with hamstring injuries.

Notes: Saturday’s game features the top two quarterbacks
in both total offense and passing yardage in the SEC.
Arkansas’ Ryan Mallett tops the league in both categories,
with Stephen Garcia coming in second. A South Carolina
victory would give coach Steve Spurrier his 106th victory
in conference play, which would tie him for second all-time
with Johnny Vaught. A win would also guarantee a winning
season for the second straight season and fourth in five
years under Spurrier. It would also guarantee at least a .500
record in conference for the second consecutive season.
The Razorbacks lead the all-time series 10-7, but the teams
have split the last four contests.

Long Haul: Per

Google Maps, the drive from Russell
House to Arkansas’ stadium spans 913 miles over 14 hours
and 19 minutes. Flights out of Columbia range between
$500-$600. But that hasn’t stopped USC fans, as more than
1,000 tickets have been purchased by Gamecock faithful,
according to Steve Fink of USC Sports Information.

On the call: Dave Neal, Andre Ware and Cara Capuano
will call the game for the SEC Network. This is Carolina’s
fi rst appearance on the new network formerly known as
Jefferson Pilot and Raycom Sports. Todd Ellis and Tommy
Suggs will call the game for the Gamecock Radio Network.
Terry Cousin will serve as the sideline reporter.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Eastern Kentucky (5-3) @ Kentucky (4-4,
1-4)
Time: 1 p.m.
TV: ESPN360.com
Notes: Losing four out of its last six games,
Kentuck y is ver y much on the ropes in
terms of bowl eligibility at 4-4. However,
the Wildcats can make a huge step forward
with a win over the Colonels. UK could have
its hands full, though. Eastern Kentucky
is 5-3 on the year out of the Ohio Valley
Conference, and the team only lost by six
points in its previous foray against a BCS
opponent — a 19-13 loss to Indiana in
the season opener. Nevertheless, this is a
must-win for the Cats. “We’ve got to beat
Eastern,” defensive tackle Ricky Lumpkin
said.

Ed Reinke / The Associated Press

Tennessee Tech @ Georgia (4-4, 3-3)
Time: 1 p.m.
TV: ESPN360.com
Notes: Off to the worst start of the Mark
R icht era, t he Bulldogs are look ing to
do anything for a spark. One such way is
changing it up in the backfield. Despite some
strong running performances, Washaun
Ealey is expected to be benched as the
starting tailback in favor of Caleb King,
Richt announced on his radio call-in show.
The reason — pass protection. “Washaun
certainly ran the ball well. He still needs to
continue to get better in his pass protection,
and I think Caleb has earned the right to be
the starter because of his ability to run and
pass-protect,” Richt said.

Phil Coale/ The Associated Press

Furman @ Auburn (6-3, 3-3)
Time: 1:30 p.m.
TV: ESPN360.com
Notes: Most of t he excitement around
the Tigers’ 33-20 upset of Ole Miss was
dampened by the neck injury suffered by
junior safety Zac Etheridge. Etheridge was
stretchered off the field, but was released
from the hospital on Monday, and, while
out for the season, is expected to make a
full recovery. “Zac is obviously out for the
season. But he’s out of the hospital and
expected to make a full recovery, which is a
great thing. We’re pumped for him. He’s in
really good spirits,” AU coach Gene Chizik
said.

Vanderbilt (2-7, 0-5) @ No. 1 Florida (8-0,
6-0)

Todd J. Van Emst/ The Associated Press

Time: 7:15 p.m.
TV: ESPN2
Notes: Most of the talk about the Gators
hasn’t been about this week’s game, but
last week’s. Star linebacker Brandon Spikes
will be suspended for Sat urday’s game
after gouging the eye of a Georgia player
in Florida’s 41-17 romp over the Bulldogs
in Jacksonville. Coach Urban Meyer has
said repeatedly that Spikes deserves to be
punished for his actions, and Spikes has
expressed regret, but many in Gainesville
are standing by the senior and accusing
UGA of starting the violence. “They wanted
to do whatever they can to get an edge,” UF
quarterback Tim Tebow said. “It happens a
lot in college football. It happens more than
people think.”
Stephen Morton/ The Associated Press

